JOHN GLICK (1938 - )
Born in Detroit, MI, John Glick received his art education at Michigan schools (Wayne
State University and Cranbrook Academy of Art), ultimately settling in Farmington, MI
where he continues to work at the Plum Tree Pottery he founded in 1965. While Glick
has created a large body of non-functional vessels and sculptural pieces, he is mainly
known for his functional pottery, particularly unique sets of dinnerware as well as
casseroles, plates, and teapots. “If I were searching for a perfect counterpart to the
pleasures making the wares give me, it would certainly have to be hearing from people
who find special pleasure in their daily use and who seem to clearly sense the
enjoyment the making of it provided me.” 1
Glick’s Plum Tree Pottery, since its founding, has encouraged an assistantship program
as is common in Europe and Asia, allowing the volume of work the pottery produces but
also providing, through mentoring, a connection with the community and the wider
ceramic arts community. From this active program a number of young artists have gone
on to their own careers in ceramics.
1. Glick, John. “The Studio Potter: A Question of Quality.” Quoted in Clark, Garth.
American Potters: the Work of Twenty Modern Masters. New York: Watson-Guptil
Publications, 1981.

ARTIST’S STATEMENT – JOHN GLICK
“The potter who finds life in his work finds it daily in small glimpses, and perhaps these
are the successes as much as anything. For example, shapes evolve guided by forces
apparently outside my control. This is instinct, intellect and openness to change fusing,
into what I think is the most positive force behind any potter’s approach: evolution or
growth….
I cannot show one piece and say “this speaks for my beliefs in clay.’ I am attracted to
simplicity, as well as complexity: my work continually reflects my re-examination of how
these two poles can coexist..or not, in a given series.”1
1. http://plumtreepottery.com/johnglick/
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Present
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BIOGRAPHY – JOHN GLICK
Born in Detroit, Michigan, in 1938, John Glick stayed in his native state for his education,
receiving a B.F.A. in 1960 from Wayne State University in Detroit, studying under
William Pitney, and an M.F.A. in 1962 from the Cranbrook Academy in Bloomfield Hills.
At Cranbrook he studied under Maija Grotell and that early influence resulted in a
number of procedures that he later incorporated in his Plum Tree Pottery. His thesis
was concerned with the interaction of maker and user in functional pottery, and among
the pieces used to illustrate his thesis was a set of dinnerware, an interest he would
continue to develop. The two years following his graduation were spent in the U.S. Army
where, fortuitously, he was stationed in West Germany near the Westerwald district, a
salt-glaze center. During his 18 months there he had the chance to observe German
potters, studying not just their work but also the methods employed in their studios, and
became very interested in establishing a small pottery devoted to making original work.
Upon completion of his service he returned to Michigan and began working as a full-time
potter. His wife, Ruby, taught in the art department of the high school while his studio
was getting settled.
In 1965 the Glicks decided to make the commitment to setting up a permanent studio
and Plum Tree Pottery, where he continues to work today, was founded on the site of a
large fruit orchard in Farmington, MI. He began by making dinnerware, using as
examples the plates done for his Master’s thesis. Orders came in slowly and then
became more frequent. From the start he chose to deal directly with the family ordering
the set so that the completed set would suit their needs and tastes. As his work evolved,
he began guiding his clients toward newer ideas he had developed rather than
continuing the work he had done in the past. Such a production requires a great deal
from the potter, both physically and creatively, but Glick enjoys the challenges. His oneof-a-kind settings have been so popular that it has been difficult to keep up with the

orders. Originally his sets were conservative, with the decoration and style of the
individual pieces matching. A commission from a friend, weaver Eileen Auvil, changed
this when she asked that all the pieces not match, and that Glick just “have fun”1 with it.
As a result the settings became more varied and decorative combining both the client’s
choices and intended use with Glick’s instincts for decoration to produce a set that was
composed of unique pieces, all blending as a whole. In 1979 he was honored by being
chosen to make a set of dinnerware for then Vice-President Mondale’s mansion. The
set consisted of 16 place settings with six parts to each setting. Included with the set
was a technical instruction set for the staff who would be dealing with the dinnerware.
His early work, in addition to the dinnerware, was primarily functional, making traditional
vessels that showed a strong connection with the past. In his production he makes use
of assistants, a concept more familiar in European or Asian pottery than it is in America
and arising out of his experience in Germany. Glick views the apprenticeship practice as
both enhancing the production volume of the pottery and mentoring young artists. In
general, his assistants throw the pieces and Glick works mainly on the decoration and
finishing but throughout the period of assistantship each will also learn the practical and
financial aspects of running the business; make and maintain the equipment; interact
with clients and collectors; and in general experience all that goes into operating a
studio.
The influence of such masters as Hamada and Leach in addition to Japanese, Chinese
and Korean pottery is evident in the decorative ware, but he has also been influenced by
the Abstract Expressionist school. He uses the surface as his canvas, drawing with slips
and glazes in a loose, free style and has also used stains and oxides to create his
abstract designs. Multiple glazings are common as are multiple techniques. In addition,
he often creates his own tools in order to achieve a particular effect for his work. The
result is work that is in the finest tradition of the artist craftsman.
In addition to functional ware Glick has also done purely sculptural work such as
electroplated stoneware sculptures done in the 1960’s and more recently wall panels.
The mantel series done in the late 1990’s are still-life compositions, a collection of
memories in a sense, all done in clay. Some of his vessels, as well, could rightly be said
to cross over from strictly a functional piece to a more decorative one. Glick has said
that this diversity of the functional mixed with the sculptural is good for his work and
keeps his work evolving.
Over his long career Glick work has appeared in a large number of exhibitions, most
recently “Craft in America: Expanding Traditions,” a national invitational touring
exhibition that will visit eight cities in two years and which will have a book published as
well. His work is also in numerous collections, both public and private, including The
Mint Museum,The American Craft Museum, Los Angeles County Museum of Art,
Renwick Gallery, and the Museum of Art in Yixing, P.R. China. Glick has been the
recipient of several prestigious awards, among them two NEA Grants and election as an
American Craft Council Fellow.
Although John Glick has worked as a studio potter continuously since the start of his
career, he has also made time to give workshops and lectures and to write a number of
articles, both on his craft as well as the more practical aspects of managing a pottery
studio. He is generous with sharing his studio and his time through tours and events for
members of the community as well as craft groups and other art organizations.

Glick states that there are two important components that have made his long career as
a ceramic artist so successful: the first is love of process, the sheer joy of making pots:
“You could say I am hopelessly in love with bits and pieces of the making of pots” 2; and
the second is the element of curiosity, the ongoing quest that keeps his work fresh and
evolving. As his art has evolved, so have the methods he uses – technology as well as
his own inventions have made some aspects of the work easier, and as the entire field of
ceramic art has expanded, his drive to explore has led him to expand along with it. What
has not changed, as Glick says, is the “private truth that tells each of us a very personal
answer, woven of the same threads of mystery that has captured the spirits of artists
through times past.”3
1. Glick, John. “Studio Dinnerware.” Ceramics Monthly (December 1979).
2. http://plumtreepottery.com/johnglick/
3. Ibid.
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